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App Description

EBook Reader is tool,ebook,reader,books,reference, content rating is Low Maturity (PEGI-12). This app is rated 3.83 by 12 users who are using this app. To know more about the company/developer, visit Goodreads website who developed it. tool.ebook.pdf.reader.apk apps can be downloaded and installed on Android 2.2.x and higher Android devices. The Latest Version of 1.6.3.2 Available for download. Download the app using your favorite browser and click Install to install the application. Please note that we provide both basic and pure APK files and faster download speeds than APK Mirror. This app APK has been downloaded 43146+ times on store. You can also download tool.ebook.pdf.reader APK and run it with the popular Android Emulators.

One of the best document (Pdf, fb2, DJVU, etc.) viewer for Android.

If you are looking for a good PDF or EPUB reader, stop here, you have found it. EBook Reader is a highly customizable document viewer. It's optimized for Android devices.

EBook Reader supports the following ebook and document formats:

DjVU, PDF, XPS (OpenXPS), FictionBook (fb2 and fb2.zip), Comics Book formats (cbr and cbz), plus - starting with version 2.0 - EPUB and RTF.

Key Features:

- Bookshelf view

- Recent Books

- Book search results

- File Browser,File navigation

- Search text in book

- Night Mode

- Auto fit your page view

- Links History, back to page

- Search all books (PDF, DjVu) on device

- Scroll pages by finger tap on screen 

- Full screen mode

- Light theme and black theme

- Set screen orientation: Portrait, Landscape, Automatic

- Bookmarks on page

- Cut white document borders

- Fixate pages by width, page will not move from right to left

- Book and Page Thumbnails

- Configurable search directories

EBook Reader allows you to customize the way you read on a per book basis: each document's layout can be tailored to give you the best reading experience and all settings will be remembered the next time you will open it.

Whatever your document, be it a two-faced xerox, a book with wide asymmetric margins or a multi-column article, EBook Reader provides you with features to split pages, automatically or manually crop margins and instantly zoom to a column's content.

Please note:

EBook Reader uses MIME types to handle different file types. Unfortunately, Android's and many other file managers might not support all MIME types. When this happens, you will not be able to open said files directly from the file manager. Some file managers allow you to add new MIME types and associate them with the corresponding file extensions. Refer to your file manager manual to get further instructions on how to do that.

------------------

Disclaimer：

This app is base on EbookDroid code, and licensed under the GNU General Public License.

EbookDroid code:http://code.google.com/p/ebookdroid/GNU General Public License:http://www.gnu.org/licenses/ 

App ChangeLog

	One of the best document (Pdf, fb2, DJVU, etc.) viewer for Android.
	If you are looking for a good PDF or EPUB reader, stop here, you have found it. EBook Reader is a highly customizable document viewer. It's optimized for Android devices.
	EBook Reader supports the following ebook and document formats:
	DjVU, PDF, XPS (OpenXPS), FictionBook (fb2 and fb2.zip), Comics Book formats (cbr and cbz), plus - starting with version 2.0 - EPUB and RTF.
	Key Features:
	- Bookshelf view
	- Recent Books
	- Book search results
	- File Browser,File navigation
	- Search text in book
	- Night Mode
	- Auto fit your page view
	- Links History, back to page
	- Search all books (PDF, DjVu) on device
	- Scroll pages by finger tap on screen 
	- Full screen mode
	- Light theme and black theme
	- Set screen orientation: Portrait, Landscape, Automatic
	- Bookmarks on page
	- Cut white document borders
	- Fixate pages by width, page will not move from right to left
	- Book and Page Thumbnails
	- Configurable search directories
	EBook Reader allows you to customize the way you read on a per book basis: each document's layout can be tailored to give you the best reading experience and all settings will be remembered the next time you will open it.
	Whatever your document, be it a two-faced xerox, a book with wide asymmetric margins or a multi-column article, EBook Reader provides you with features to split pages, automatically or manually crop margins and instantly zoom to a column's content.
	Please note:
	EBook Reader uses MIME types to handle different file types. Unfortunately, Android's and many other file managers might not support all MIME types. When this happens, you will not be able to open said files directly from the file manager. Some file managers allow you to add new MIME types and associate them with the corresponding file extensions. Refer to your file manager manual to get further instructions on how to do that.
	------------------
	Disclaimer：
	This app is base on EbookDroid code, and licensed under the GNU General Public License.
	EbookDroid code:http://code.google.com/p/ebookdroid/GNU General Public License:http://www.gnu.org/licenses/
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eBook Speaker (eBook reader)



net.zbase.ebookspeaker.
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Tap2Speak (Ebook) Reader



net.zbase.t2sreader.
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eBook Downloader



Download tens of thousands of free eBooks (epub, pdf, mobi) from many genres.
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iReader: ebook reader, epub reader



tz.co.wadau.ebook.
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Bookari Ebook Reader Premium



com.mantano.reader.android.
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N Docs - Office, PDF, Text, Markup, Ebook Reader



net.sjava.docs.
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eReader Prestigio: Book Reader



com.prestigio.ereader.
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Ebook Astronomy Reader



com.travelfuntimes.ebookastronomyreader.
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Ebook Reader



eBooks.com's Ebook Reader lets you read your favorite books on the go!.
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SůBèn Gůhå





 Excellent layout, nice graphics & user friendly. Your e-book collection on memory is neatly organized in a book shelf with thumbnail covers for easy search. Also get a recent book list which can be erased on exit. Other options also present for customization of reading experience. 1 star less for ads though.
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Jonathon Bevan





 What I like is it is easy. Reading with it is comfortable. Why I knocked one star off is that there seems to be a bug if you try to zoom in on a picture. Also, in the book I am reading there appears to be a margin in the book I cannot see. this is a reader that I will keep?
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Daequan Britt





 Omg it does everything perfect with no freezing involved. Even has night mode so your eyes dont hurt. Perfect zoom and transition s between pages. A bookshelf. This app nailed everything I want, need, and more in a reader.
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Karthikeyan Kalaimani





 I like the different customization options given here, many of which aren't present in other eBook readers. Only problem is it doesn't respond to the first swipe. You have to swipe another time to turn the page :/
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Tim Boundy





 When the description says "If you are looking for a good PDF or EPUB reader, stop here, you have found it." You really should actually include support for EPUB files. My phone came with a PDF reader and this app doesn't support a single format any of my ebooks are in other than PDF. This is a waste of space.
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James Fitch





 I refrained from comment until I had used the app for a couple of months now,and I would recommend this app to anyone looking for a reader for .PDF files. Have not tried any other file types yet but got this app specifically for a PDF reader and it is simply awesome!
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Mongo n Goofy





 Could be better. Has the promise to be a great app, however it doesn't display my books properly. All have the right hand side cut off one and a half words from the side. :-( Fix this and the app is worth 5 stars.
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A Google user





 This is the first reader I've found that doesn't make you tap to flip pages - this one allows infinite scrolling, which makes it super easy to zoom in and pan around a page without accidentally flipping back or forward and losing your place. It also keeps your zoom when you scroll to the next page and when you turn the screen. It would be nice if you could remove the status bar on top, but I can deal.
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skip panzella





 Useless. I download books and they dissapear. Nowhere to be found. Not on my bookshelf or anywhere else . No such problems with Kindle. I'm sticking with that. Now I have to wait till my Books expire and re borrow.
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Deepak Mishra





 I was looking for an epub reader. The description says it supports it after downloading you come to know that oh boy it doesn't!
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Slideshow Maker
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Adobe Acrobat Reader: Edit PDF
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My Cafe — Restaurant & Cooking
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ibis Paint X
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Amazon Prime Video
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Stack Ball - Crash Platforms
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WhatsApp Messenger
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Simple Scan - Free PDF Scanner App
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Change Invest: Buy & Sell Bitcoin Comission-free
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Not In Store this
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Modded Android Games APK
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Android Movie APPS APK
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Android TV APPS APK
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Top Android Cryptocurrency Apps
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Top Android Free VPN Apps
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Top Android Anime Apps And Games
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Android Editors' Choice APPS
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Health And Fitness
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VidaRTVplus
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SCI-Hard
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LVFree Vision Enhancer
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My Weight Loss Journey
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CareQOL
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ResponsiBLUE
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MI Sleep Coach
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Roadmap 2.0
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MPrint
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Kidney Transplant Education
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